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Tanknology and Telular create alliance;
Tanknology to provide nationwide installation and field
support for TankLink™ tank monitoring systems
Austin, TX – Tanknology Inc., the world’s largest Underground Storage Tank (UST)
environmental compliance services company, and TankLink, a division of Telular Corp.,
announced today that the two companies have formed an alliance in which Tanknology will
perform nationwide installation and related field support services for TankLink’s wireless tank
level monitoring systems.
TankLink is the leader in wireless tank level monitoring for chemicals, petrochemicals, water
treatment and agricultural products and through its SMARTank product line for petroleumbased products. The company’s systems monitor liquid levels in above- and below-ground
storage tanks. The TankLink system provides highly accurate, continuous, remote inventory
management, wirelessly transmitting results through both CDMA and GSM networks to a
secure web portal. Customers have access to accurate inventory data on their desktop, 24
hours a day, 7 days a week.
In this alliance, Tanknology will provide installation and related field support services for
TankLink customers throughout the United States.
Patrick Kuchevar, Vice President and General Manager of TankLink, said the company is very
happy to be aligned with the nation’s largest provider of tank compliance services.
“Tanknology is an ideal partner for TankLink,” Kuchever said. “They have an excellent
reputation as a first-rate tank services company. With their nationwide service capability,
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through this alliance we will be able to provide our customers with a one-stop solution. Our
system, software, installation and service will be provided seamlessly to our customers, all
under one umbrella, throughout the United States.”
Allen Porter, President and CEO of Tanknology, echoed Kuchevar’s perspective on the
alliance.
“This is an excellent fit for both companies,” Porter said. “We have considerable experience
installing TankLink products for more than 10 years. They’re very reliable systems, providing
customers with continuous data on critical inventory levels from remote facilities. For a lot of
tank operators, the TankLink technology is an ideal solution, as the wireless connectivity
makes sophisticated monitoring possible from remote locations at a very attractive price point.
“We are very pleased to be working with TankLink as their nationwide installation partner,”
Porter said.”
TankLink remote monitoring systems are installed on more than 21,000 tanks across the
country, for customers including some of the largest petroleum and chemical companies in the
world. For more information about purchasing a TankLink monitoring system, contact the
company at 1-888-TANKLINK or visit them on the web at www.TankLink.com.
About Tanknology
Based in Austin, Texas, Tanknology operates across America and around the world, providing
UST environmental compliance testing and related services at more than 50,000 sites per
year, for more than 3,000 customers. Internationally, Tanknology licensees span more than 25
countries, providing services to the largest petroleum operators in the world. For more
information visit www.Tanknology.com.
About TankLink
TankLink remote inventory management solutions deliver highly-accurate, 24/7 tank level
information necessary for efficient and cost-saving replenishment decisions. TankLink helps
suppliers, distributors, and production managers increase operations productivity and
effectiveness. Backed by Telular Corp., an industry-recognized leader in M2M communications
for over 20 years, TankLink currently monitors various types of bulk inventory on over 21,000
tanks in the U.S. and is an indispensable part of today’s supply chain. For more information
please visit www.TankLink.com .
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